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FTT newsletter
A round-up of FTT developments
across Europe

There have been indications of further movement on proposed changes to the
FTT directive. These changes focus on utilising current regulatory reporting
and market infrastructure in the collection and enforcement mechanism.
Furthermore, an agreement in principle on the MiFID II regulatory package
has been reached, and the implications of this for the FTT are discussed
below.
Deloitte has authored a report on the implications of the FTT for the European
regulatory reform agenda. Further details, including a link to the report, can be
found below.
To discuss any aspect of FTT please contact your usual Deloitte contact or Martin Walker on
+44 20 7303 7644 .
Please feel free to forward this newsletter onto any of your colleagues. Please also see our FTT
website where you can access past editions of this newsletter and find other FTT related material.

Collection and Reporting
It has been reported that the Presidency of the EU Council, currently
Greece, has suggested amendments to the draft FTT directive
relating to the collection and enforcement mechanism. The current
draft of the FTT Directive delegates this to participating member
states. The reported proposal would, if adopted, make three
changes to this by:
1.
Allowing the Commission to specify elements of the registration, accounting, reporting
and enforcement obligations that participating member states are required to take account of
when producing their local collection mechanisms;
2.
Requiring participating member states to ensure legislation is in place to allow Competent
Authorities (such as regulatory bodies) and market infrastructure (such as stock exchanges) to
share reported transaction data with local tax authorities; and
3.

Requiring Participating Member States, when designing their individual collection
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mechanisms, to take into account current obligations under the Market in Financial Instruments
Directive (“MiFID”) and European Market Infrastructure Regulation (“EMIR”).
It appears that these changes are intended to utilise current regulatory reporting requirements
and market infrastructure as part of the collection and enforcement mechanism. This follows the
political agreement reached on MiFID as detailed below

MiFID
The draft FTT directive references MiFID to define financial instruments that are in-scope to the
FTT. As noted above, a political agreement was reached (on 14 January 2014) between the EU
Council, Parliament and Commission on amending the MiFID II / Markets in Financial
Instruments Regulation (“MiFIR”) Package. The changes agreed will affect a wide-range of
market participants, including banks, broker-dealers, investment managers and some
corporates, as well as market infrastructure.
The package is intended to make markets more resilient by:
•
overhauling over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives trading and curbing algorithmic and highfrequency trading;
•
increasing transparency in equity, bond, derivative and commodity markets;
•
increasing competition in the clearing and trading space; and
•
enhancing investor protection.
We envisage that this agreement will allow the package to enter into force before the European
Parliament elections in May.
From the information available to date, we do not anticipate the MiFID II package will have a
material impact on the FTT. This is because the scope of the transactions and instruments
subject to FTT in the directive are wider than those referenced in MiFID. However, the impact
that these changes have on any future iteration of the FTT directive will need to be carefully
considered.

Implications of an FTT for the European regulatory reform agenda
Deloitte is pleased to announce the publication of the “Implications of a financial transaction tax
for the European regulatory reform agenda and financial stability” research paper co-authored
by Deloitte’s Financial Services Tax and Risk & Regulatory regulatory teams. Deloitte was
commissioned to prepare the research paper, which is published by the International Regulatory
Strategy Group, City of London and TheCityUK.
The paper examines the conflicts and compatibility issues of the impacts of the FTT with a
number of key EU regulatory measures being brought in to try to avoid further financial crises.
Overall, the paper’s findings highlight a number of areas where the design of the FTT is likely to
conflict with the European regulatory reform agenda.
The paper can be found here.

Martin Walker
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